
THE FUTURE IS

The New Era Of Comfort Begins Here.

Posture Pro | �be x | So�opedic 2.0 | Tu� 2.0



Foamtastic
Posture Pro
Keeps the back
in shape.
Your hunt for an orthopedic foam mattress with 
perfect spine support ends here. 
Posture pro provides the best back support, aligns 
your spine and body and ensures you a great sleep 
posture. 
It is a right mix of rebonded foam, ortho foam and 
memory foam. The memory foam at the top conforms 
to your body shape, the ortho foam and rebonded 
foams ensure the firmness and support. The 
transition layer of the all new proprietary copper gel 
infused foam protects the mattress from over-heating 
and also from microbes.

For every
kind of
sleep-er.
Centuary presents Foamtastic, a whole new range of mattresses that are here to be your 
sleep-partner for the rest of your life. Well, almost! Made from next generation Polyurethane 
foam technologies to give you immense comfort, this new launch is a world class range of 
mattresses designed for every kind of sleep, need, and body-type.

The Foamtastic range of all foam-mattresses come in four varieties, each with its own set of 
specifications and need-fulfillment. What makes this diversity of mattresses is features like

CONTOUR FOAM

Stay cool when you sleep with our Copper 
infused foam that absorbs moisture. Copper 

also has natural antimicrobial properties 
that keeps your mattress free from germs 

and viruses.

All Centuary mattresses come with the 
CertiPUR certification, that ensures the 
highest levels of purity for our mattress.

Our mattress has been recommended by 
the National Health Academy to ensure 
that your health is always taken care of 
when you sleep on a Centuary Mattress.

Every body is unique and our range of 
mattresses comes with the Contour Foam 

technology that adapts to the shape of 
your body.

Thickness: 6”

Firmness: Firm

Warranty: 7 years

Made for: Orthopedic Premium Wellness seekers

Knitted Fabric
Memory Foam

Copper Gel Foam
Ortho Foam

Rebonded Foam

Anti Skid Fabric



Foamtastic
So�opedic 2.0
Softness that puts
you to sleep fast.
Centuary's Softopedic 2.0 is engineered with a high 
density core of contoured foam for greater air-flow 
through the mattress and a cooler sleep 
experience. Moreover, the high-end knitted cover 
and the high resilience foam support makes this 
the most comfortable product with a 7-year 
warranty.

Foamtastic
Vibe X
Vibes with the cot
and wallet.
Vibe X is a uni-foam mattress which promises you 
high levels of softness and resilience. 
This 5 inch mattress is packed with comfort to 
enable you with a perfect sleep experience. 
Vibe X is made from foams with best air 
permeability, this ensures the mattress is always 
cool. The mattress comes roll packed for 
convenience with a stylish knitted zip cover. 

Vibe X meets the CertiPUR - US standards in terms 
of quality and environmental norms.  What's more, 
it comes with a 5-year warranty.

Anti Skid Fabric

High GSM
Knitted Fabric

High Resilience
PU Foam

Knitted Fabric

Knitted Fabric

Antimicrobial
PU Foam Quilt

Antimicrobial
PU Foam Quilt

Stiffer Foam

CNC Contour
Foam

Thickness: 5”

Firmness: Soft

Warranty: 5 years

Thickness: 5” and 6”

Firmness: Soft

Warranty: 7 years



Foamtastic
Tu� 2.0
Firm For The
Perfect Form.
What makes Tuff 2.0 a good choice is that while it 
is sturdy, it is comfortable as well. Manufactured 
with the finest quality materials, this mattress is 
tough and durable, with a firm core of high 
density rebonded foam in combination with high 
resilience profiled foam

FRIENDLY PRICES, AND GREATER PEACE-OF-MIND.
The Foamtastic range of Centuary mattresses are designed for every bed
and pocket. Take a glimpse.

Knitted Fabric

Knitted Fabric

Profiled HR Foam

Rebonded Foam

Stiffer Foam

Antimicrobial
PU Foam Quilt

Antimicrobial
PU Foam Quilt

Thickness: 4.5” and 6”

Firmness: Firm

Warranty: 4 years
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